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Here we explain the reasons why we have a bronchial tree with 23 levels of bifurcation. Based on
Bejan’s Constructal Principle we found that the best oxygen access to the alveolar tissues as well as
carbon dioxide removal is provided by a flow structure composed of ducts with 23 levels of
bifurcation ~bronchial tree! that ends with spaces~alveolar sacs! from where oxygen diffuses into
the tissues. The model delivers the dimensions of the alveolar sac, the total length of the airways,
the total alveolar surface area, and the total resistance to oxygen transport in the respiratory tree. A
constructal law also emerges: the length defined by the ratio of the square of the airway diameter to
its length is constant for all individuals of the same species and is related to the characteristics of
the space allocated to the respiratory process and determines univocally the branching level of the
respiratory tree. ©2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@DOI: 10.1118/1.1705443#
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NOMENCLATURE

A alveolar area (m2)
d diameter of the alveolus~m!
D diffusion coefficient (m2s21)
L length from the entrance of the trachea to alveolus

~m!
ṁ mass flow rate (kg s21)
M molar mass (kg mol21)
N total number of bifurcations
P pressure~Pa!
Q tidal airflow (kg s21)
r resistance (J s kg22)
R total resistance (J s kg22)
Rg specific gas constant (J kg21 K21)
s specific entropy (J kg21 K21)
S rate of oxygen consumption (kg s21)
t time ~s!
T temperature~K!
u specific internal energy (J kg21)
U velocity (m s21)
V volume (m3)
d distance from the entrance to the surface of the

I. INTRODUCTION

The Constructal Principle that has been originally formula
by Adrian Bejan states that every system with internal flo
develops the flow architecture that maximizes the heat
mass flow access under the constraints posed to the flow
all classes of flow systems~animate, inanimate, engineere!
the generation of flow architecture emerges as a unive
1135 Med. Phys. 31 „5…, May 2004 0094-2405Õ2004Õ31„5
alveolus~m!
« mechanical energy per unit mass (J kg21)
f relative gas concentration
h dynamic viscosity (Ns/m2)
l characteristic length@Eq. ~20!# ~m!
m chemical potential (J kg21)
n kinematic viscosity (m2 s)
r density (kg m23)

Subscripts

a relative to alveolus
air relative to air
B relative to the bronchial tree
bn relative to thenth bifurcation
cd relative to carbon dioxide
cn relative to channel of ordern
diff diffusive
i running index
n order of bifurcation~0 for trachea!
N relative to the last bifurcation
opt relative to the optimal value
ox relative to oxygen
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phenomenon. This has been shown in a number of article
Bejan and is summarized in a recent book.1

By using the Constructal Principle, Bejan has addres
the rhythm of respiration in animals in relation with the bo
size and found that the breathing time increases with
animal body size rose to a power of 1/4, which is in go
agreement with the biological observations.1 A number of
1135…Õ1135Õ6Õ$22.00 © 2004 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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1136 Reis, Miguel, and Aydin: Constructal theory of flow architecture of the lungs 1136
other recent studies have focused either on the character
of the airflow and gas diffusion within the lungs2–6 and the
form of the arterial bifurcations7 or statistical description o
the respiratory tree.8,9

In this work we focus on the structure of the pulmona
airflow tree. The respiratory system is basically a fluid tr
that starts at the trachea and bifurcates 23 times before re
ing the alveolar sacs.4,10 The reason for the existence of ju
23 bifurcations in the respiratory tree~Fig. 1! has remained
unexplained in the literature. Has this special flow archit
ture been developed by chance or does it represent the
mum structure for the lung’s purpose, which is the oxyge
ation of the blood? The view that the Constructal Princip
which has been originally developed for engineered syste
holds also for living systems, will guide us in finding the be
airflow architecture for the respiratory system.

II. A FLUID TREE WITH PURPOSE

The oxygenation of blood takes place in the tissues
shape the surface of the alveolar sacs. High alveolar sur
promotes better oxygenation, but requires increased acce
the external air. In fact, if the access to the external air fa
high flow resistance the rate of oxygen diffusion into t
blood is lowered due to the poor oxygen concentration in
air within the alveolar sacs.

According to the Constructal Principle a fluid tree th
performs the oxygenation of blood and removal of carb
dioxide at the lowest flow resistance should exist under
constraints posed by the space allocated to the respira
process. This fluid tree should be able to promote the ea
access to the external air. Two possibilities exist for acco
plishing this purpose:~I! a duct system that ends with a
alveolar volume from which the oxygen diffuses to the t
sues, where it meets the blood, and in which the car

FIG. 1. Model of the respiratory tree with trachea, 23 bronchial bifurcatio
and alveolar sacs.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 5, May 2004
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dioxide diffuses after being released from the blood, or~II ! a
unique volume open to the external air, in which the oxyg
reaches the blood in the tissues, and removes the ca
dioxide rejected from the blood, only by diffusion throug
the internal air.

This second possibility is clearly noncompetitive as co
pared to the first. The access time for a diffusive proc
between the entrance of the trachea and the alveolar sac
distanceL;531021 m is tdiff5L2/D;104 s, whereD;2
31025 m2/s is the diffusion coefficient for oxygen in air
The access time for duct flow is of ordertflow

532hL2/(D0
2DP);1 s, whereD0;1022 m is the trachea

diameter,h;231025 Ns/m2 is air dynamic viscosity, and
DP;1 Pa is the scale of the average pressure differen
Therefore the channeling of the air from the outside to
alveolar surface enables a better performance of the res
tory process.

However, a cavity~or alveolar sac! at the end of the chan
nelling tree must exist, as the oxygenation of the blood
curs by diffusion from air into the tissues. Oxygen uptake
proportional to the alveolar surface that, in turn, is prop
tional to the number of bronchioles corresponding to the fi
level of bifurcation, which is 2N, N being the number of
bifurcation levels. On the other hand, the higher the num
of alveolar sacs, the higher the complexity gets, as wel
the flow resistance of the duct network. Therefore, the o
mum flow structure must emerge from the minimization
the overall resistance, i.e., the duct resistance plus the d
sive resistance.

III. BRONCHIAL TREE RESISTANCE AND
ALVEOLAR RESISTANCE

Oxygen and carbon dioxide flow within the respirato
tree ~bronchial tree plus alveolar sacs! under several driving
forces. So as to evaluate and compare the flow resistance
will express the flow rates in terms of a unique potenti
Airflow within the bronchial tree is assumed to be lamin
isothermal and incompressible. As this flow is also adiaba
i.e., Ds50, conservation of total energy per unit mass tha
the sum of internal energy,u52P/r1Ts1m ~whereP is
pressure,r is density,T is temperature,s is entropy andm is
chemical potential! plus kinetic energy«, along the respira-
tory tree, implies

Dm5r21DP1D«. ~1!

Oxygen and carbon dioxide are assumed to be in equ
rium with the air that flows within the bronchial tree, whic
means that all gases in the airflow have the same chem
potential and move as a whole between the entrance of
trachea and the alveolar sacs. In this way, the airflow
driven by the gradient of the chemical potential within t
bronchial tree, which in each duct is related to the press
gradient by Eq.~1! asDm5r21DP. Hence, by considering
the bronchial tree as composed of cylindrical channels
assuming Hagen–Poiseuille flow, the airflow rate is de
mined by
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ṁn5
prDn

4

128nLn
Dmcn , ~2!

whereṁn andDmcn stand for airflow rate and chemical po
tential difference between the ends of a channel at thenth

bifurcation level, respectively, andn is the air kinematic vis-
cosity. For laminar flow the minimum flow resistance at
bifurcation is achieved if the ratio between consecutive d
diameters is12,14

Dn /Dn215221/3, ~3!

and the ratio of the respective lengths,Li , is

Ln /Ln215221/3. ~4!

Equations~3! and~4! represent constructal laws that ho
for consecutive channels at a bifurcation. They are robus
the sense that hold for any bifurcation angle12–14and express
the empirical relation known as Murray’s law. Taking in
account Eqs.~3! and~4!, the resistance to laminar flow pose
by thenth bronchial tube is

r cn5
Dmcn

ṁn
52n

128nL0

prD0
4 , ~5!

whereD0 andL0 are the diameter and the length of the fi
tube in the tree, i.e., the trachea, respectively.

Each bifurcation implies an additional resistance to a
flow. In the derivation of Eq.~2!, it has been assumed th
pressure has no radial variation along each channel. Su
condition implies that in a bifurcation the variation of th
chemical potential is entirely due to the variation in the
netic energy, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore considering
~1! the airflow rate in a bifurcation may be described by

ṁn5
Dmbn

r bn
52

D«bn

r bn
, ~6!

whereD«bn is the variation of the average kinetic energy p
unit mass in the bifurcation. Taking into account the veloc
(U) profile of cylindrical Hagen–Poiseulle flow, the varia
tion of the kinetic energy per unit mass that flows throug

FIG. 2. Hagen–Poiseille flow in a bifurcation. The resistance to airflow
due to the variation of the average kinetic energy per unit mass, and
portional to the mass flow rate.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 5, May 2004
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bifurcation is calculated asD«5(r/ṁn)(2*n11U3dA
2*nU3dA), together with Eqs.~2!–~4!, gives the airflow
resistance in a bifurcation in the form

r bn5
ṁ0

8pr2D0
4 2n/3, ~7!

whereṁ0 represents the airflow rate in the trachea. In t
way, with the exception of the channels that connect to
alveolar sacs, every other channel may be viewed as ha
a Hagen–Poiseulle type resistance given by Eq.~5! plus a
resistance at the end due to bifurcation given by Eq.~7!.

If Dmn5Dmcn1Dmbn denotes the total variation of th
chemical potential in channels in thenth level of bifurcation
(n50, for the trachea!, from Eqs.~5! and~7! and taking into
account that in this level there are 2n bronchial tubes, we
obtain the total resistance of thenth level as

r n5
128nL0

prD0
4 S 11

ṁ0222n/3

1024rnL0
D , ~8!

then the overall convective resistance of a tree with trac
(n50) plus (N21) bifurcation levels is given by

RB5 (
n50

N21

r n5
128nL0

prD0
4 FN1

ṁ0~12222N/3!

379prnL0
G . ~9!

For a normal breathing frequency of 12 times per min
and tidal air of about 0.5 dm3, we conclude thatṁ0(1
2222N/3)/(379prnL0)!1, and this term that correspond
to the sum of airflow resistances in the bifurcations may
neglected in Eq.~9!.

If ( fox)0 and fox denote the average relative concent
tion of the oxygen in the air at the entrance of the trachea
at the bronchial tree, respectively, the average oxygen cur
towards the interior of the bronchial tree is

ṁox5
1

2
@~fox!02fox#ṁb5

uDmbu
~Rox!B

, ~10!

where the subscript ox means oxygen. In Eq.~10! the factor
1/2 arises because either inhaling or exhaling takes hal
breathing time,uDmBu5uSn50

N21DmNu is the absolute value o
the variation of the chemical potential of the air in the tr
chea plus the (N21) levels of bifurcation, and (Rox)B

52RB /„(fox)02fox… is the resistance to oxygen transpor
However, no such equilibrium conditions exist betwe

the components of the air within the alveolar sacs, beca
the chemical potential of oxygen in the alveolar tissues
lower than that in the alveolar air, while the chemical pote
tial of carbon dioxide in the tissue is higher than that in t
alveolar air. Therefore oxygen diffuses from the alveolar
into the tissues, while carbon dioxide diffuses in the oppos
direction. It is assumed that oxygen diffuses at the 2N alveo-
lar sacs according to Fick’s law, consequently the total o
gen current to the alveolar sacs, which are considered to
in a spherical shape with diameterd and total areapd2 ~see
Fig. 3!, is given by

o-
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ṁox52NE
p

0

Dox

~Drox!apd2 sinu du

2d
, ~11!

whereDox is the oxygen diffusivity, (Drox)a is the difference
between the oxygen concentrations at the entrance of
alveolar sac and the alveolar surface, andd
5dA(12cosu)/2 ~see Fig. 3!. Taking into account tha
(Drox)a5foxr(Dmox)a /(Rg)oxT, where (Rg)ox5R/Mox is
the gas constant for oxygen andfox is the relative concen
tration of oxygen in the alveolar air, and assuming that
chemical potential of oxygen does not vary over the alveo
surface, integration of the rhs of Eq.~11! yields

ṁox52N
2pdrfoxDox~Dmox!a

~Rg!oxT
. ~12!

The diameter of the alveolar sac may be determined as
difference between the overall lengthsL of a bronchial tree
with infinite bifurcations, which is the limiting length define
by the constructal law, Eq.~4!, and that of the actual tre
with N bifurcation levels, i.e.,

d5L2(
i 51

N

Li . ~13!

The lengthLN of a tree withN bifurcations may be de
termined from Eq.~4! as the length of the trachea plus th
lengths of theN consecutive bronchioles is given by the su
of N11 terms of a geometric series of ratio 221/3 as

(
i 50

N

Li5
1222(N11)/3

12221/3 L0 . ~14!

Therefore,L5 limN→`S i 50
N Li , namely L54.85L0 . Equa-

tions~13! and~14! enable us to determine the diameter of t
alveolar sac as

FIG. 3. Model of the respiratory tree with a conductive part~bronchioles!
and a diffusive space~alveolar sac!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 5, May 2004
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d54.85322(N11)/3L0 . ~15!

In consequence, Eq.~12! may be written as

ṁox57.70pL0foxrDox

22N/3

~Rg!oxT
~Dmox!a . ~16!

In this way, the resistance of theNth level of bifurcation
that is the sum of the convective resistance of the lastN

channels, which is given by 22Nr cN @see Eq.~5!#, plus the
alveolar diffusive resistance given by Eq.~16! @see also Eq.
~10!# is

~Rox!N5
128nL0

p@~fox!02fox#rD0
4

10.13~Rg!oxT
222N/3

pfoxrL0Dox
. ~17!

Therefore, ifDmox5(Dmox)B1(Dmox)N1(Dmox)a is the
total difference between the chemical potential of the oxyg
in the external air and the oxygen close to the alveolar s
face, the total resistance,Rox5Dmox /ṁox , posed to oxygen
as it moves from the external air into the alveolar surfa
which is the sum of the resistance (Rox)B, given by Eq.~9!,
with (Rox)N given by Eq.~17!, reads as

Rox>
256nL0

pD0
4@~fox!02fox#r

~N11!1
0.13~Rg!oxT222N/3

pL0Doxfoxr
,

~18!

where the resistances in the bifurcations have been negle
due to the fact that its value is very small as compared
channel resistances. The total resistance is composed
convective resistance and a diffusive resistance represe
by the first and the second terms of the rhs of Eq.~18!,
respectively.

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF THE RESPIRATORY TREE
ON THE BASIS OF THE CONSTRUCTAL
PRINCIPLE

Following the Constructal Principle, the flow archite
tures evolve in time in order to maximize the flow acce
under the constraints posed to the flow. We believe that, d
ing millions of years of human evolution, the oxygen-acce
performance of the respiratory tree was optimized natura
through changes in flow architecture.

In Eq. ~18!, the convective part of the resistance increa
as the number of bifurcations increases, while the diffus
resistance decreases. The number of bifurcations is the
parameter that can be optimized in order to maximize
oxygen access to the alveolar surface or, in other words
minimize the total resistance to oxygen access.

The average value of oxygen relative concentration wit
the respiratory tree,fox , may be evaluated from the alveola
air equation in the form„(fox)02fox…Q2S50, where
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(fox)0;1/2(fair1fox) andfair are the oxygen relative con
centration at the entrance of the trachea, and in the exte
air, respectively,Q is the tidal airflow andS is the rate of
oxygen consumption. Withfair50.2095,Q;6 dm3/min and
S;0.3 dm3/min5,11 we obtainfox;0.1095.

For L0 we take the sum of the larynx and trachea leng
~first duct!, which is typically 15 cm, while the trachea d
ameter,D0 , is approximately 1.5 cm.10,11 Air and oxygen
properties were taken at 36 °C, namelyn51.731025 m2/s,
Dox52.231025 m2/s, (Rg)ox5259.8 J/~kg.K!. The plot of
the total resistance of the respiratory tree against the b
cation level is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the m
mum is flat and occurs close toN523.

A more accurate value of this minimum is obtained an
lytically from Eq. ~18!. The optimum number of bifurcation
levels is given by

Nopt52.164 lnF2.3531024D0
4~Rg!oxT

L0
2nDox

S ~fox!0

fox
21D G ,

~19!

which yieldsNopt523.4. AsN must be an integer, this mean
that the optimum number should be 23. In view of the si
plifications of the model~mainly the geometry of the bron
chial tubes which are assumed to be cylindrical and the
ometry of the alveolar sacs which are viewed as spheres,
result is in a very good agreement with the literature, wh
indicates 23 as the number of bifurcations of the hum
bronchial tree.4,10

The respiratory tree can also be optimized for carbon
oxide removal from the alveolar sacs. In this case the co
spondent equation toNopt is Eq, ~18! with the rhs multiplied
by 21 and the correspondent values of the diffusion coe
cient, which isDcd51.931025 m2/s for carbon dioxide, the
gas constant (Rg)cd5189 J kg21K21, and the value of the
average relative concentration of carbon dioxide in the r
piratory tree,fcd50.04. In the calculation offcd we used
S50.24 dm3/min since the respiratory coefficient is close
0.8 and (fcd)air;0.31531023. The plot of the resistance t

FIG. 4. Total resistance to oxygen and carbon dioxide transport betwee
entrance of the trachea and the alveolar surface is plotted as function o
level of bifurcation (n). The minimum resistance both to oxygen access a
carbon dioxide removal corresponds toN523.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 5, May 2004
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carbon dioxide removal against bifurcation level is shown
Fig. 4. The minimum resistance, as calculated from Eq.~18!,
corresponds toNopt523.2.

We can say that the human respiratory tree, with its
bifurcations, is optimized for both oxygen access and car
dioxide removal. ForN523 the resistance to carbon dioxid
removal is 4.83106 J s kg22 and higher than the resistanc
to oxygen access that is 2.603106 J s kg22.

One of the initial assumptions of this model of respirato
tree was that diffusion can be neglected within the bronch
tree where oxygen is transported in the airflow while diff
sion is the main way of oxygen transport in the alveolar sa
By using Eq.~2! and considering tidal volume of 0.5 dm3,
breathing frequency of 12 times per minute and trachea
ameter of 0.015 m, we calculate the average velocity of
airflow, and therefore of the oxygen current, in the last bro
chiole before the alveolar sac, which is of order 6 mm/s.
the other hand, the average velocity of the diffusive curr
of oxygen in the alveolar sacs is of orderDox/2pd
;1.3 mm/s. These results are consistent with the initial
sumptions of the model. However, as in this idealized mo
the velocities of the oxygen for convective and diffusive cu
rent simply approach each other, in the real respiratory
we can expect that in some branches they are of the s
order, what indicates the possibility of developing alve
before the end of the bronchial tree as really happens in
human respiratory tree.5

If the numberNopt523 is common to mankind, then
constructal law emerges from Eq.~19!: ‘‘ the ratio of the
square of the trachea diameter to its length is constant an
length characteristic of mankind,’’

l5
D0

2

L0
5const51.531023 m. ~20!

This number has a special relationship with some spe
features of the space allocated to the respiratory proces
we show next. From Eqs.~3! and ~4! we can estimate the
volume occupied by the bronchial tree, which is the sum
the volumes of the 23 bifurcation levels, asVB523
3(p/4)D0

2L0 . The total volume of the alveolar sacs isV
5223 (p/6)d3. We see thatVB /V!1, which means that the
volume of the lungs practically corresponds to the volum
V, occupied by the alveolar sacs. The internal area of
alveolar sacs isA52233pd2, and thereforeA/V56/d. By
using Eqs.~14!, ~15!, which lead toL52(N11)/3d, together
with Eq. ~18!, we obtain the following relationship:

D0
2

L0
58.63

AL

V H nDoxfox

(Rg)oxT[(fox)02fox)]
J 1/2

. ~21!

The nondimensional numberAL/V determines the characte
istic lengthl5D0

2/L0 , which determines the number of b
furcations of the respiratory tree by Eq.~19!. This constructal
law is formulated as follows: ‘‘The alveolar area required
for gas exchange, A, the volume allocated to the respirator
system, V, and the length of the respiratory tree, L, which
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the
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are constraints posed to the respiratory process determ
univocally the structure of the lungs, namely the bifurcati
level of the bronchial tree.’’

From Eq.~14!, we obtainL54.85L050.73 m for the to-
tal length of the respiratory tree and from Eq.~21! we obtain
d56 V/A52.831023 m. Therefore we have the alveola
surface area asA5223pd25215.5 m2 and the total alveolar
volume V5223 (p/6)d35102.7 dm3. The alveolar surface
areaA is not far from the values found in literature that fa
in the range 100– 150 m2. However, the value found for th
total alveolar volume is much higher than the average lu
capacity (;7.5 dm3). This may arise from the lung’s volum
being calculated as the alveolar sacs were fully inflated. N
ertheless, the value found for total alveolar volume sugg
that the dimension of the alveolar sacs was somehow o
estimated.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The Constructal Principle that has been successfully
ployed in engineered systems also proved to be a fundam
tal tool for the study of flow structures like the respirato
tree. The best oxygen access to the tissues where it rea
the blood is performed by a flow structure composed of du
with 23 levels of bifurcation. The same structure has be
shown to being optimized for carbon dioxide removal
well. At the end of the smallest duct, spaces exist~alveolar
sacs! from which the oxygen diffuses to the tissues and
which the carbon dioxide that is removed from the tissu
diffuses before reaching the bronchial tree that transpor
to the exterior air. The optimized number of bifurcation le
els matches the 23 levels that the physiology literature in
cates for the human bronchial tree.

In addition, the optimization also predicts the dimensi
of the alveolar sac, the total alveolar surface area, the t
alveolar volume, and the total length of the airways. Th
values agree, at least in an order of magnitude sense with
values found in the physiology literature. Furthermore, it w
shown that the lengthl ~defined as the ratio between th
square of the first airway diameter and its length! is constant
for every individual of the same species and related to
characteristics of the space allocated for the respiratory
cess. This number is univocally determined by a nondim
sional number,AL/V, which involves the characteristics o
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 5, May 2004
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the space allocated to the respiratory system, namely the
tal alveolar area,A, the total volumeV, and the total length
of the airways,L.

In general, we conclude, from Eq.~19!, that for every
species whose respiratory tree is optimized the same
must hold, and exhibit the respective characteristic lengthl.

The application of the Constructal Principle to the gene
tion of the optimal configuration of the respiratory tree w
based on the view that Nature has optimized the living fl
structures, in time. The work described in this paper supp
this view. In this way the Constructal Principle promises
serve as a basis for optimizing and anticipating other liv
flow structures.
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